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the extrusion proccess 

dry plastic pellets are poured into the hopper
the hopper feeds the pellets into the melting chamber 
the pellets now being heated start to melt and get pushed forward by an archimedes screw
th heating contiunes and the screw pushes the molten plastic theough a dye 
from the dye the plastic is cooled �rst by air then by warm water 
the plastic is now pulled bu rollers and the pushed into the cutter
that cuts the plastic at time intervals so that the plastic is cut the same length 
it is then stored and shiped o� around the world



thermoplastic pellets are added in the hopper 
this is also when the �nishing or other additives are put in to achive
a high quality �nish metal �nishes are done later when the material 
has be processed 

    

   metal �nishes include coating where powdered paint form a procetive barrier 
      agaist oxidising how ever if the product is scratch and not re painted the exposed
        area will oxidise foutunitly there is a process called anodising which improves 
           the scratch resistance for metals.

a variety of materials can be added to into ploymer pellets before moulding
to improve the materials natural properties, for example �llers can be used to
bulk up the material while others can be used to enhace other propeties such as
plasticiser which are added to the material to make it �ow easier when being
moulded, stableiser are used to reduce the e�ect of uv light on plastics although 
these are used for out door uses.

     



metal extrusion 

billets of metal [ductile; aluminium or copper] are placed 
inside the machine and heated till soft then a
high powered ram either pushes the material 
through a die or the ram pushes the die through 
the material 

for metals rolling simple shapes is more economical
however the cheap tooling means that for complex 
shapes with minimal secondary processing this
can be an ecomomicallyy viable way to do it.

competive moulding machines include; rolling and 
drawing.



The Machine and appilications

the extrusion machine is closly related to most other moulding machines 
the hopper delivers the plastic pellets into the machine, heaters melt the plastic
and pushed forward by a screw powered by an engine and gear box at the
back of the machine higher powered machine are used for plastics with a high
viscosity, this saves the heating energy it would take to lower the viscosity.

there are many types of tooling appilications; tubing used for wire insulatation and for transporting
small amounts of fulids such as medical appilications, pro�le extrusions range from desk handles
to heat sinks and and pipes carry  large amounts of fulids such as oil and gas.



tooling di�culties 

because the material is molten when
it is forced through the die the edges
naturally round. so the pro�les of the 
dies are rounded so the edges can be
controlled.

because razor sharpe corner can not 
be achived if a right angled piece is 
needed a circular pro�le is taken away
from the corner.

pro�les can be rolled open with a 
notch cut then rolled to be right 
angles.

by using a detailed section you can 
mask where otherwise the material
on the otherside pulls and warps the 
�at edge.



wire EDM

Wire EDM (Electrical Discharge Machining) uses electric 
current and �ne wire to cut conductive materials. The cutting 
typically occurs while the object is submerged in deionized 
water, which helps to cool the process and �ush away the cut 
material. It leaves a smooth surface that often requires no 
further �nishing or polishing. Note that the cutting wire 
should not touch the material and that the cutting itself is due 
to the erosion that occurs when a spark forms between the 
cutting wire and the raw material. The EDM process is 
generally computer-controlled (CNC) and as a result is highly 
accurate and repeatable. A typical wire EDM process will 
consist of several passes, moving at various speeds. The �rst 
pass is typically a fast-moving, lower accuracy cut which is 
used to remove large quantities of material. Later skim passes 
will retrace the cuts at lower speed, removing less material 
and improving the surface quality and accuracy of the cut. 
Also note that machining occurs after heat treatment 
so the �nished dimensions of the machined items are not 
adversely a�ected by heat 
treatment.
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Design & materials rational (garden chair)  

 

My garden chair design is a statement piece intended as a high priced luxury item; this 
means that it is made from high quality and expensive materials with equally high quality 
finishes and processes to create them. 

My intended materials for the extrusion process is aluminium this is because aluminium is a 
readily available material which is easily extruded using either direct or indirect extrusion I 
have chosen this material and process to make my garden chair because the extrusion of 
aluminium delivers a high quality of finish with crisp (not sharp) edges, a wide variety of 
shapes are available, if changes are made to the design the tooling is cheap to reform/ 
remake and production can continue the next day. Extrusion is a high volume process so 
utilising the same extrusion multiple times makes this part more cost effective per chair, if I 
were to have one extruded part or multiple parts with different profiles this would have the 
opposite affect and increase the price of the product.  The finish I would apply to the 
aluminium is a matte effect I would achieve this by using sand blasting this will work 
because the soft metal will smooth the aluminium creating the matte finish I want. 

For the chair legs I intend to use cast aluminium, this material is appropriate because it has 
a relatively low melting point in relation to other metals, this means that a lower energy is 
needed to cast the metal. Cast aluminium has good compressive strength and therefore is 
suited to hold the main bulk of weight of the chair. The aluminium will not be coated in the 
same way that iron or steel would be because although it may rust it is what is known as 
white rust and will not affect the colouring of the material. I chose the casting process 
because its can also be high volume casting multiple legs at a time will reduce the cost of 
the leg but increase the tooling cost. Also the simplicity of the shape means it is ideal for this 
it is a solid object the only concern is the curved surfaces on the outside of the legs.  

The final three parts of the design are injection moulded plastic and make up the main body 
of the chair the two end mould are the same and there is a small connecting segment this 
means that there is a possibility of using one master mould which will reduce the tooling 
cost dramatically although the process may achieve higher efficiency with a separate tool 
for the smaller connecting segment this would reduce the power needed to work the 
injection machine but will include additional tooling. For the finishing of this section of my 
design this will again be sand blasting but because the plastic is a harder material than the 
aluminium so it will behave in a different way it will still get a matte finish but it will have a 
nice fine gain to the material. The reason I chose injection moulding is because the design 
on the body is quite complex as it has a skeleton feature this was added because the shape 
of the chair back was designed to mimic the back bone to make a more relaxing and 
comfortable lounging experience. Another reason injection moulding is appropriate is 



because the process is very quick between 20-40 seconds for larger items a longer time is 
needed but this is the quickest of my processes as the moulds are reusable in quick 
succession. 

The main reasons I am using the processes and materials above is because the look stunning 
when they are put together in this way as I said before this is a statement piece its 
practicality and cost is not an issue so I haven’t made it and issue I have made a 
contemporary design and have married volume appropriate processes with high quality and 
aesthetically pleasing materials, to which I believe has been a success. 
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